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Five things you should 
know about Series 79 
connectors for space flight

1Material Selection: What 
materials are approved 

for space-grade connectors? 
What materials are prohibited? 
Does the Series 79 connector 
contain space-approved 
materials?

2 Outgassing: What is 
outgassing, why is it 

important, and how does it affect 
connector selection? Is special 
processing required to meet 
outgassing requirements?

3 Screening: What is NASA 
screening and what level of 

screening is required? 

4 Magnetic permeability: Are 
nonmagnetic connectors 

required? 

5 Cryogenic exposure: Are 
these connectors suitable 

for -200° C. exposure?

nAsA screening LeveLs And ModiFicAtion codes

nAsA screening 
Level

special screening 
only

special screening plus outgassing 
processing

interfacial 
seal is 

installed

interfacial 
seal is 
deleted

8 Hour oven 
Bake

400° F.

thermal vacuum 
outgassing

24 hrs. 125° c.

Level 1 Highest 
Reliability Mod 429b Mod 429F  Mod 429j Mod 429c

Level 2 High Reliability Mod 429 Mod 429D  Mod 429k Mod 429a

Level 3 standard 
Reliability

(Use standard 
part no.) Mod 432 Mod 186 Mod 186M

How to order spAce grAde series 79 connectors

step 1: Find a standard part number
Electroless nickel plated shells are preferred for space flight. Cadmium plating is 
prohibited.

step 2: select a nAsA screening Level
The term “Screening Level” refers to the final inspection procedure. 
Level 1 for mission-critical highest reliability 
Level 2 for high reliability
Level 3 for standard reliability  

step 3: choose outgassing processing
A detailed explanation of outgassing is on the following pages. The fluorosilicone 
rubber seals commonly used on aerospace-grade connectors such as MIL-
DTL-38999 and Series 79 connectors, along with certain bonding agents and inks, 
do not meet NASA outgassing requirements unless the connector is specially 
processed. Glenair outgassing tests have shown oven baking or thermal vacuum 
outgassing processing are sufficient to reduce outgassing levels to NASA 
standards. Oven baking is more economical than thermal vacuum outgassing.

step 4: select the Mod 429 code that Matches the desired 
Level of screening and outgassing

Use the following table to choose the right modification code. Add the mod code to 
the connector part number. Example: 790-066Z1K-9P9PN-429C 

Micro-D connectors are a popular choice for space flight. Their 
small size and reduced weight, combined with excellent shock 
and vibration performance, has led to their widespread use on 
space vehicles. The Micro-Crimp connector brings the benefits of 
a crimp, rear-release contact system to the Glenair Micro-D family. 
Connectors can be terminated onto complicated, multi-branch 
wiring harnesses without splicing or soldering.

Space Grade Series 79 Micro-Crimp Connectors

Series 79 
Micro-Crimp Mateable, Hermetic Receptacles 

Space Grade


